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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1311: Divine-Grade Detoxification Pill! 

Feng Ping and Manager Su slowly walked into the box room. Hong Yin was currently taking care of Liang 

Wanru. 

“How is Miss Wanru?” Manager Su asked Hong Yin. 

Hong Yin shook her head, her expression somewhat ugly as she said, “She already can’t swallow food. 

Probably can’t hang on much longer anymore.” 

Manager Su sighed and said, “In the end, it still can’t make it! This girl … What a shame!” 

Feng Ping said, “How can divine-grade Detoxification Pill be so easy to refine? This old man already has 

half a foot stepped into the realm of Two Star Alchemy God and can’t refine it too. It’s not that this old 

man is looking down on Ye Yuan, but it’s impossible for him to refine a divine-grade Detoxification Pill.” 

Manager Su did not refute this. He said with a nod, “Ye Yuan is also arrogant at heart and haughty in 

manner, that’s why he would state such proud words at the Wang Family. Wang Lingbo made use of Ye 

Yuan’s proud words to expose the Myriad Treasure Tower’s misdeeds. This period of time, we are in a 

very passive position too!” 

Ye Yuan let out grand words before coming out of the Wang Family’s residence. Not only was he going 

to resolve the Poisonfeather Thousand Night’s poison, but he was even going to let Liang Wanru step 

into Divine Dao Realm and treat her so that she could speak. 

These words were spread by the Wang Family and already caused a buzz in Jewelhill City. 

The Poisonfeather Thousand Night was the Wang Family’s non-transmissible secret. People’s faces 

changed when talking about it. 

Now, the Myriad Treasure Tower actually provoked the Wang Family like this. With this, there was really 

a good show to watch. 

If when the time came, and the Myriad Treasure Tower could not cure Liang Wanru’s poison, this face 

would be slapped resoundingly. There would also be a tremendous impact on the Myriad Treasure 

Tower’s reputation. 

Mentioning this, Feng Ping’s brows also knitted together tightly, and he said unhappily, “This child’s 

alchemy talent is indeed not bad. But he’s truly a bit too arrogant! Throwing down such drivel, 

disregarding that he lost face himself, it even made the entire Myriad Treasure Tower lose face along 

with him!” 

Manager Su still protected Ye Yuan and said smilingly, “Well, young people got to be a little young and 

frivolous. That Wang Lingbo also indeed bullied people a bit too much. To actually have his niece 

humiliate Ye Yuan like so. Ye Yuan retaliating was also being infuriated by him.” 
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“Heh! He spoke lightly, but putting out a boast got to have the capital too! Right now, it’s not him 

slapping other people’s faces, but having his face slapped by others. He even implicated the entire 

Myriad Treasure Tower!” Feng Ping said unhappily. 

The two people were currently chatting when a white silhouette swept in like a gust of wind. 

“Hong Yin, how is Miss Wanru?” Ye Yuan asked rather worriedly. 

Hong Yin shook her head and said, “Very bad! Miss Wanru has already reached the brink of death. Sir Ye 

… please hold back your grief.” 

Same as Su and Feng, Hong Yin likewise did not think that Ye Yuan could refine a divine-grade 

Detoxification Pill. 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned stern, and he hurriedly helped Liang Wanru up and discovered that her lips 

turned blackish-purple. Her complexion was white as paper; she was already completely unconscious. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed and he hurriedly fished out a medicinal pill, sending it into Liang Wanru’s 

mouth. 

An alluring medicinal fragrance instantly filled the entire box room! 

Manager Su, Feng Ping, their gazes turned intent, staring fixedly at the medicinal pill in Ye Yuan’s hand. 

Even though it was just a very short time, they both saw it clearly! 

The medicinal pill that Ye Yuan fed Liang Wanru was absolutely a one-star divine-grade Detoxification 

Pill! 

But Ye Yuan had no time to care about the two people’s astonishment and said to Hong Yi, “Hong Yin, I’ll 

have to trouble you to use divine essence to help her refine the medicinal strength.” 

Hong Yin was not as surprised as Su and Feng, because she had never seen before a divine-grade 

medicinal pill. 

This level of medicinal pill, no matter which faction, they all cherished it dearly, and absolutely would 

not show it to outsiders. 

“Oh, okay!” 

Hong Yin voiced her assent and started using divine essence to help Liang Wanru refine the medicinal 

strength. 

Manager Su and Feng Ping, the two people, they exchanged a glance, both seeing the look of 

astonishment from the other party’s eyes. 

“Ye Yuan, that … that was … a divine-grade Detoxification Pill?” Manager Su asked probingly. 

Seeing Liang Wanru’s complexion take a turn for the better, Ye Yuan finally heaved a sigh of relief, his 

face revealing a slight smile akin to being relieved of a heavy burden, and opened his mouth to say, 

“Yeah! Luckily, I made it in time! Otherwise, this Ye would really have to harbor regret for all my life.” 



“This … How is this possible? D-Divine-grade Detoxification Pill!” Feng Ping felt like his tongue almost 

could not be straighten up anymore. 

The Detoxification Pill was just a very ordinary one-star divine pill. The difficulty was a little higher than 

the Divine Essence Pill. 

But wanting to refine a divine-grade Detoxification Pill, that was not what the average person could 

accomplish. 

With Feng Ping’s realm, even if his luck was booming, he had never refined before a divine-grade 

Detoxification Pill either. 

In the entire Jewelhill City, no one had this strength! 

But Ye Yuan did it! 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Yeah! It’s really as hard as ascending to heaven for a pill to enter divine-

grade! These few days, this Ye neglected sleep and meals, and by coincidence, I finally refined this 

Detoxification Pill!” 

Manager Su and Feng Ping drew a cold breath. Although Ye Yuan seemed to have said it lightly, but that 

was divine-grade! 

When Ye Yuan entered closed-seclusion, he could clearly only refine superior-grade Divine Essence Pill. 

Only over 30 days had gone by, and he actually refined a divine-grade Detoxification Pill? 

Unless … Ye Yuan concealed his strength! 

But Ye Yuan could not be bothered with the two people’s astonishment. His attention was all on Liang 

Wanru. 

“Ugh …” 

Liang Wanru emitted a voice as faint as a mosquito. This made Ye Yuan greatly roused. 

The divine-grade Detoxification Pill really worked! 

Very soon, Liang Wanru’s lip’s purple-black color gradually faded away. Her face also gradually became 

rosier. 

Hong Yin already finished refining the medicinal strength. Seeing this scene, she could not help being 

greatly astonished and looked at Ye Yuan in disbelief as she said, “Sir Ye, you … you really did it?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and nodded his head. 

To be honest, Ye Yuan also felt very accomplished right now. 

Previously, he completely purged some distracting thoughts and totally never thought about these 

issues. 

But now, seeing Liang Wanru take a turn for the better, these thoughts emerged uncontrollably. 

Divine pills to him was a completely new territory! 



However, he relied on his talent and hard work to refine a divine-grade Detoxification Pill. This was 

absolutely something to be proud of. 

Because Ye Yuan knew how difficult it was to refine a divine-grade Detoxification Pill! 

Finally, Liang Wanru slowly woke up, a pair of beautiful eyes gradually becoming limpid. 

But when she saw Ye Yuan, the gratitude in her gaze could not be concealed no matter what, wanting to 

struggle to stand up. 

Ye Yuan hurriedly held her down and said, “Don’t think about anything. You’re still very weak right now. 

Wait for the toxins in your body to be completely purged before talking. Miss Wanru, when I was at the 

Wang Family, I told Wang Lingbo before that not only was I going to treat your poison, I’m even going to 

have you open your mouth and talk, stepping into the Divine Dao Realm! Let those people who bullied 

you see that you can live even better than them!” 

Liang Wanru could not speak, but hearing Ye Yuan’s words, she also felt her heart surged. 

Stepping into the Divine Dao Realm, she did not care. 

But being able to open her mouth and talk, was the one thing that she most desired in the depths of her 

heart! 

Feng Ping and Manager Su also trembled all over. Only then they recalled those ‘proud words’ Ye Yuan 

left behind at the Wang Family. 

Just earlier, they still felt that Ye Yuan was too arrogant, and even dragged down the Myriad Treasure 

Tower. 

But now, they finally knew that Ye Yuan’s words were not empty talk! 

His alchemy talent was too terrifying. Probably no one could have expected that Ye Yuan really had this 

strength to smack the Wang Family’s face resoundingly! 

Manager Su and Feng Ping, these two people exchanged a glance, their faces both revealing a smile. 

With this, Wang Lingbo really shot himself in the foot! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1312: The Wealth Left Behind by Ye Yuan 

“What did you say? He ... He really refined a divine-grade Detoxification Pill?” 

Hearing Manager Su’s report, Yang Rui’s shock was by no means insignificant. This could be seen from 

his voice that had a slight change in pitch. 

Manager Su clearly still had not recovered from the shock. The expression on his face was rather 

unnatural. 

“Absolutely true! When he gave Miss Wanru the Detoxification Pill, Feng Ping and I were both present. 

We are absolutely not wrong! Furthermore, the toxin in Miss Wanru’s body is already gradually being 

detoxified!” 
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Yang Yu also did not come back to his senses from this news after a long time. 

This news was seriously too explosive! 

When he decided to protect Ye Yuan, he absolutely did not expect that Ye Yuan would actually bring him 

such an astounding surprise. 

He just felt that Ye Yuan was a fine sapling and was worthy of nurturing. 

However, Ye Yuan’s improvement was seriously beyond his expectations. 

“One more thing! Ye Yuan had us go and clean up his practice room, but after we sent people to go and 

clean up, we discovered that the whole place was filled with Divine Essence Pills and Detoxification Pills. 

Among them, the number of heaven-grades was the most. Each type had no less than several hundred 

pieces!” Manager Su’s words were bent on shocking people to death as he continued. 

Yang Rui’s eyes stared like wide-saucers as he looked at Manager Su and asked, “What did you say? 

Heaven-grade is the most? Then that’s also to say that before this, he did not know how to refine the 

Detoxification Pill at all? He used one month plus time to go from a rookie to become a master?” 

Manager Su slowly nodded and said, “It should be so!” 

“Hiss ...” 

Yang Yui drew a cold breath. The imposing manner of giving directions over the dynasty and having 

everything in control completely dissipated without a trace at this time. 

The current him was just like a startled little rabbit. 

The expression on his face was fascinating to the extreme. 

After a long time, Yang Rui was suddenly startled and said to Manager Su, “Where’s Ye Yuan? Bring him 

to come to see me! No, I’ll go see him!” 

Yang Rui was just about to move, but was stopped by Manager Su who said, “Tower Lord, you don’t 

need to go anymore, Ye Yuan already went into closed-seclusion!” 

Yang Rui froze and said, “Closed-seclusion? Didn’t he already refine the divine-grade Detoxification Pill? 

Still enter what seclusion?” 

Manager Su shook his head and said, “He handed Miss Wanru to Hong Yin, then went to the warehouse 

and withdrew a large bunch of spirit medicines, and directly entered closed-seclusion.” 

Yang Rui frowned and said, “What kind of spirit medicines did he take out?” 

Manager Su said, “The spirit medicines taken out this time are even more than the last time. Just the 

variety is as many as several dozen kinds. As for the specifics of what he’s going to go, it’s really hard to 

judge.” 

Yang Rui fell silent. Suddenly, his gaze looked towards Manager Su scorchingly and said, “I say, could he 

be ... refining the One-star Heavenly Mark Pill?” 



Manager Su’s pupils constricted, his gaze revealing a look of horror as he blurted out, “No way, right? 

One-star Heavenly Mark Pill, even among Two-star Alchemy Gods, there aren’t many capable of refining 

it too! But ... with you saying so, there’s really a possibility! His divine sea is damaged, only the One-star 

Heavenly Mark Pill can repair the divine sea!” 

Yang Rui suddenly felt that taking in Ye Yuan was really an extremely wise move. 

Now, even he was somewhat in awe of himself. 

If Ye Yuan was really able to refine the One-star Heavenly Mark Pill, the significance to the Myriad 

Treasure Tower was too great! 

Even though the Myriad Treasure Tower was renowned throughout the entire Heavenspan World, due 

to the Jewelhill City not being Heavenly Emperor Myriad Treasure’s domain, the Myriad Treasure Tower 

was not as glorious as on the surface. 

Since it was setting up a Myriad Treasure Tower in another heavenly emperor’s territory, then they 

naturally had to bear a corresponding portion of the tax. 

As the saying went: a mighty dragon could not suppress the local snake. The local forces would 

intentionally or unintentionally suppress the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

Just take Jewelhill City for instance. Those able to contend with the Myriad Treasure Tower were the 

Wang Family, Lin Family, as well as the Lu Family. 

As for the Liang Family, this kind of small faction, there were no fewer than over a dozen in abundance. 

These small forces mostly clung onto these three families. But the Myriad Treasure Tower had no one to 

throw their lot with. 

Therefore, the Myriad Treasure Tower completely relied on this golden signboard to be able to stand tall 

in Jewelhill City. 

The Myriad Treasure Tower was a colossal business empire. But when it came to Jewelhill City, it was 

just an insignificant branch. The upper echelons would not attach importance at all. 

For Yang Rui to be able to maintain the Myriad Treasure Tower, he had also exhausted his efforts. 

If not for so, he might really not care about a measly little Ye Yuan. 

After all, he was too desperate for talents. 

Feng Ping’s strength was not bad, but it did not rise above the masses in Jewelhill City. 

Even the three great major families’ chief alchemists’ strengths were a level above Feng Ping’s. 

Ye Yuan’s Formation Dao Pill Refinement brought dawn to Yang Rui. Hence, that was why he would have 

Luo Jian take action, and even not scruple in offending the Wang Family. 

“Ignore that first! What he needs, provide it for him. Don’t flinch at wasting spirit medicines and divine 

essence stones too!” Yang Rui said. 



Manager Su smiled bitterly when he heard that and said, “Tower Lord, providing spirit medicines and 

divine essence stones for Ye Yuan, it’s actually us profiting! This boy’s efficiency is too high, simply 

inconceivable!” 

Yang Rui froze and laughed in spite of himself as he said, “Messing around for so long, it was us who 

owe him?” 

Manager Su nodded and said, “Just that large bath of heaven-grade Divine Essence Pills are already a 

hundred times profit, worth 100 thousand low-grade divine essence stones! That boy is generous too, 

not taking a single cent, returning all of it to us. And what we provided was merely the capital of a single 

medicinal pill’s 10 low-grade divine essence stones. Also, the superior-grade and heaven-grade Divine 

Essence Pills that he refined, the quality are all very good!” 

Yang Rui’s entire body trembled, and he said in surprise, “Such a large profit?” 

Manager Su smiled and said, “Heh, these are just heaven-grade Divine Essence Pills. We ticked off the 

stock inside his practice room, just the heaven-grade Detoxification Pill and Divine Essence Pills added 

up to around 500. Superior-grade and high-grade medicinal pills even have a thousand! How much profit 

do you think these added up will be?” 

Yang Rui drew a cold breath. His emotions that had just calmed down became restless once again. 

What Manager Su said before, he did not care. His focus was all on Ye Yuan refining the divine-grade 

Detoxification Pill. 

Only now did he know that Ye Yuan, this fellow, was simply a pill refining machine. This efficiency was 

simply too terrifying! 

Logically speaking, Ye Yuan helping the Myriad Treasure Tower refine so many medicinal pills, he should 

draw a percentage. 

But, he did not want a single one, giving it all to the Myriad Treasure Tower! 

This way, the Myriad Treasure Tower made a huge killing! 

He thought that by providing Ye Yuan so many spirit medicines, Ye Yuan would owe their Myriad 

Treasure Tower a lot, and naturally could not leave the Myriad Treasure Tower either. 

But now, it was the Myriad Treasure Tower who owed Ye Yuan too much instead. 

This result was what he did not expect from start to end. 

“This guy is simply a freak!” 

Yang Rui was stifled for a long time and squeezed out this one sentence. 

His plans previously were totally useless now. 

Manager Su deeply felt that way too, as he said with a nod, “That’s right, this old man thinks so as well!” 

Yang Rui waved his hand and said, “Alright then, then don’t need to bother him about this matter 

anymore. If he can really refine the One-star Heavenly Mark Pill, then it will be when our Myriad 



Treasure Tower truly rises up! Now, completely seal off the news of the Liang Family’s girl recovering for 

me. Don’t leak any bit of news. Otherwise, I’ll hold you solely responsible!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1313: Act out the Full Play When Putting on a Show 

Manager Su was still very capable and experienced when handling matters. He really sealed this news 

completely shut and did not reveal a hint of breeze. 

Wang Lingbo naturally knew his own Poisonfeather Thousand Night very clearly. 

Counting the medicinal efficacy of a heaven-grade Detoxification Pill, Liang Wanru’s limit was also just 

40 days. 

So, early this morning, he sent his sister, Wang Pianran, over. 

Wang Pianran brought along a large group of people, surrounding the Myriad Treasure Tower until not 

even water could flow through. 

What made people’s jaws drop was that Wang Pianran actually wore a white-colored mourning dress, 

the tears on her face not yet dry. 

The surrounding people had quite a number of busybodies as well as the three great families’ eyes and 

ears. 

Myriad Treasure Tower and the Wang Family’s conflict had quite a number of people all watching the 

joke. 

Of course, it was watching the Myriad Treasure Tower’s joke. 

What the Wang Family was most proficient at was using poison. And the Poisonfeather Thousand Night 

was even the Wang Family’s masterpiece, killing people imperceptibly. 

Everyone all knew that in this Jewelhill City, no one could resolve the Poisonfeather Thousand Night’s 

poison! 

It was precisely because so that everyone’s countenance all changed when talking about it. 

Even the Lin Family and Lu Family were very wary of the Wang Family too. 

After all, open spears were easy to dodge, but hidden arrows were hard to defend against. 

“Su Linpu, quickly hand over the person for me! My family’s Wanru is the Liang Family’s member in life 

and the Liang Family’s ghost in death! Quickly hand over the person!” 

“Oh, right, didn’t your Myriad Treasure Tower’s new guest alchemist say that he can cure the 

Poisonfeather Thousand Night poison in my family’s Wanru? You all call her out for me to take a look!” 

“Sniff, sniff … My Wanru! You died so unjustly!” 

… 
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Wang Pianran swayed her body of excessive flesh, shouting at the top of her voice, and actually wailed 

bitterly in front of the Myriad Treasure Tower’s front door. 

She kept going “my family’s Wanru,” calling dearly. 

This acting really caught everyone by surprise. 

Wasn’t this Wang Pianran a wicked woman, putting her hands on her own stepdaughter? 

What was going on with this play today? 

Wang Pianran cried very sadly as if her biological daughter had died. 

Previously, the Wang Family already put in sufficient work to stir this matter up until it bubbled with 

noise. 

Wang Lingbo’s objective was very clear. Since somebody dared to challenge the Wang Family’s most 

formidable Poisonfeather Thousand Night, then the Wang Family would take this chance to smack him 

to death! 

At the very least, he had to smack that hateful brat to death and destroy his reputation! 

As long as Ye Yuan’s reputation was ruined, that would be a hot potato. The Myriad Treasure Tower 

absolutely would not dare to keep him anymore. 

As long as he did not have the Myriad Treasure Tower’s protection, however the Wang Family wanted to 

knead Ye Yuan, that was at their free rein. 

He failed to humiliate Ye Yuan that day and was instead humiliated badly by Ye Yuan. This made Wang 

Lingbo unable to stomach this grievance no matter what. 

Not screwing Ye Yuan to death, he would not give up. 

A cripple also dared to contend with him, this Jewelhill’s overlord? He really did not know how the word 

death was written! 

“That fat sow is really disgusting! That body full of fats is almost crushing the ground!” 

“Isn’t that so? It’s fine if she’s ugly, her heart is even incomparably vicious, to actually give her own 

stepdaughter the Poisonfeather Thousand Night!” 

“Yeah, but what’s playing out here today? Could it be that the rumors previously weren’t real?” 

“However, does the Myriad Treasure Tower really have the ability to cure the Poisonfeather Thousand 

Night? Once this boast is thrown out, if they can’t do it, it wouldn’t be easy to clean up the mess!” 

“Heh, the Poisonfeather Thousand Night can be said to be Jewelhill City’s number one poison. Unless it’s 

a divine-grade Detoxification Pill, otherwise, it’s incurable! That newly recruited guest alchemist of the 

Myriad Treasure Tower poked a big hole in the basket this time! His days are probably very tough, 

right?” 



“Isn’t that so! I heard that this guest alchemist is a cripple. To actually dare let out grand words, saying 

that he wanted to resolve the Poisonfeather Thousand Night. Isn’t this reaching his face out to let 

people hit?” 

… 

Through the Wang Family’s schemes, the matter of the Myriad Treasure Tower challenging the 

Poisonfeather Thousand Night already became a hot topic. 

Not only was no one optimistic about the Myriad Treasure Tower, there were even quite a number of 

people who were very contemptuous of Ye Yuan, feeling that Ye Yuan was purely a troublemaker, 

causing such a big problem for the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

If this matter was not handled well, the impact on the Myriad Treasure Tower would be too great. 

At this time, Manager Su finally came out after being called repeatedly. 

Seeing Wang Pianran’s head held high acting, he was unbelievably pleased in his heart. 

“Heh, even we didn’t expect that Ye Yuan was actually able to refine the divine-grade Detoxification Pill. 

Wang Lingbo, you probably didn’t expect it even if your dreams, right? If they didn’t spread this matter, 

we would have dropped it. Now, everybody knows about it, that’s digging a pit for yourself to jump! The 

expression on this dumb woman’s face in a while will definitely be very wonderful!” Manager Su 

sneered coldly his heart. 

Being secretly pleased was secretly pleased, but Manager Su was also an extremely shrewd person, how 

could he show it? 

Yang Rui making him seal off the news was in order to maximize the interests of the Myriad Treasure 

Tower and ruthlessly smack the Wang Family’s face. He pushed Ye Yuan this alchemy master out along 

with it! 

That way, the Myriad Treasure Tower’s situation in Jewelhill City would be greatly improved. 

As for Wang Pianran, this fat sow’s farce, Manager Su just sneered coldly in his heart. 

“This is the Myriad Treasure Tower’s territory. It’s not allowed for you, a woman, to behave atrociously! 

If you’re sensible, hurry up and leave! Otherwise, don’t blame our Myriad Treasure Tower for not being 

courteous!” Manager Su said solemnly. 

Seeing Manager Su’s appearance, Wang Pianran was even more smug in her heart, and said with a 

sneer, “Su Linpu, so many pairs of eyes are watching! I don’t believe that you all, such a massive Myriad 

Treasure Tower, dare to bully me, a woman!” 

Manager Su’s brows furrowed, and he said solemnly, “Wang Pianran, what the hell do you want? Aren’t 

you scared of throwing away your husband family’s face like this?” 

Wang Pianran smiled coldly and said, “Heh, your guest alchemist brought along Luo Jian and forcefully 

barged into the Liang Family, abducting our family’s Liang Wanru, and seriously wounding my husband 

and second uncle. It’s already bullying people too far! My family’s pitiable Wanru, you died so unjustly!” 



Manager Su said unhappily, “Frivolous quibbling! Miss Wanru is Ye Yuan’s savior, him breaking into your 

Liang Family to save people is an unquestionable moral truth! Whence the talk of abducting? Rather, 

you all actually inflicted the Poisonfeather Thousand Night’s poison onto your own stepdaughter, truly 

venomous as a viper!” 

Wang Pianran’s eyes swiveled around, secretly pleased in her heart. This old punk finally fell into the 

trap! 

“Su Linpu, you don’t throw slanderous charges! Wanru normally hates me the most. She hates that I 

snatched her mother’s position, so she opposes me at home. My temper isn’t good, so I quarrel very 

badly with her, that’s true! But, poisoning her this time is just lightly punishing her, so that she’ll be 

aware of the overwhelming odds against her! I have the Poisonfeather Thousand Night’s antidote in my 

hands, how can I possibly watch her die unfeelingly? No matter how she is, she’s my husband’s daughter 

at any rate. Rather, that boy lusted after her beauty and abducted her away, and even ran in front of my 

brother to let out grand words without feeling shame, saying what, he could cure the Poisonfeather 

Thousand Night’s poison! But now, it harmed her life! Sniff, sniff … that pitiful daughter of mine, you 

died so tragically! That boy is the true culprit who caused your death!” 

One had to admit that this fatty’s acting skills were really on point. The tears fell on command, crying 

very miserably. 

This wail really deceived quite a number of people. 

Her venomous woman image faded away considerably all at once. 

Because she confounded black and white, now, quite a few people were glaring at Manager Su. 

Ye Yuan was the real culprit, then the Myriad Treasure Tower was naturally the accomplice. 

Wang Pianran said it reasonably and logically, and also did not conceal her shrew side, making the 

surrounding audience unable to hate her instead. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1314: A Clean Break 

“Turns out the truth is like this! Even though this fat woman is hateful, that Ye Yuan is even more 

abominable!” 

“Think about it, that’s true too! I heard that even though this fat sow is domineering, she is still very 

affectionate towards Liang Mingyu.” 

“Stepmother and stepdaughters don’t get along well; every family is like this. If that’s really the case, it 

makes sense too!” 

“This way, Liang Wanru was wronged? Pity about this girl!’ 

“Didn’t that new guest alchemist have the ability to cure the poison?” 

“Cure my ass! The Poisonfeather Thousand Night’s poison, the Lin Family and the Lu Family have 

researched for God knows how long and were unable to crack it. A cripple can cure the poison? Do you 

believe it?” 
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... 

Wang Pianran’s act was clearly prepared for a very long time already. Playing it out at this time, the 

effects were not bad. 

She did not hide her ‘wicked mother’ nature, attributing the source of the conflict to the conflict 

between a stepmother and stepdaughter. The credibility was very high. 

Adding on that, even though her reputation spread far and wide these few years, she had indeed 

contributed considerably for the Liang Family. 

Therefore, this excuse was very believable. 

With her wisdom, she clearly could not come up with such a flawless excuse. 

These were all planned by Wang Lingbo at the back. 

Seeing everyone’s reaction, Wang Pianran was very pleased with herself inwardly, prostrating in 

admiration towards her elder brother. 

This way, the Myriad Treasure Tower and Ye Yuan became murderers! 

While they became the targets of sympathy instead. 

She did not believe that Ye Yuan could still stay on in the Myriad Treasure Tower! 

Facing everyone’s criticism, Su Linpu’s expression became incomparably ugly, but he was already long 

tickled with joy in his heart. 

“Keep on acting! The more ruthless you do it, the more refreshing it will be in a while!” 

He suddenly gave a cold snort and said, “Wang Pianran, don’t feign innocence! Actually, Miss Wanru has 

already woken up! But she’s already utterly disappointed with your Liang Family and will never return to 

the Liang Family from here on! You guys go back! If we really get into a tussle, it won’t be good for 

anyone!” 

The more Su Linpu said so, the more Wang Pianran naturally felt it was to cover things up. 

Actually, not just her, the rest similarly had this feeling. 

It could not be blamed on them either. It was true that the Poisonfeather Thousand Night’s prowess 

entered too deep into the people’s hearts. 

They totally did not believe that the Myriad Treasure Tower had the ability to cure this poison. 

“Su Linpo, don’t give this old lady that! Today, I want to see the person if alive, see the corpse in death! 

Wanru is my Liang Family’s daughter, what’s the deal with being at your Myriad Treasure Tower? What 

does everybody say?” Wang Pianran asked everyone. 

“Yeah! Putting aside that your Myriad Treasure Tower is an accomplice to the murder, you even want to 

detain people’s corpse! Simply shameless!” 

“Already at this time, does your Myriad Treasure Tower still want to puff oneself up at your own cost?” 



“Hand over the person! Hand over the person!” 

... 

For a moment, the public sentiment actually roused up. 

Inside a teahouse’s reserved room opposite the Myriad Treasure Tower, two middle-aged man were 

currently sipping tea. 

“Lu Jinghao, I knew that you definitely won’t miss this great show today! This tea ... is pretty good!” one 

of the men opened his mouth and said. 

Lu Jinghao smiled and said, “Wang Lingbo this person, you and I both know. Forbears when not making a 

move. The moment he makes his move, it must see blood!” 

These two people were none other than precisely the other two great families’ family heads, the Lu 

Family’s Lu Jinghao and the Lin Family’s Lin Zaitian! 

“Wang Lingbo really had a fine ploy! This time, the Myriad Treasure Tower has thoroughly tumbled!” Lin 

Zaitian said. 

“Yang Rui’s ploys all don’t have any cause for much criticism. But this time, he still made an error of 

judgment in the end. I was rather perplexed why he would back a cripple up,” Lu Jinghao said. 

“No way of knowing this! But this time, the Myriad Treasure Tower will definitely suffer a great loss in 

vitality,” Lin Zaitian said. 

“Heh, once the Myriad Treasure Tower falls, you and I will have to be more careful. Wang Lingbo that 

guy, his ambitions aren’t small!” Lu Jinghao said. 

Lin Zaitian nodded, deeply feeling that way too. 

... 

While at this time, a mysterious smile suddenly appeared on Su Linpu’s face. 

He suddenly let out a long sigh and said in a clear voice, “Miss Wanru’s remnant poison isn’t cleared and 

originally needs to recuperate. Who asked you all to bully people too far, I can only invite her out! 

Come, men, invite Miss Wanru out!” 

Su Linpu’s words made the seething crowd instantly quieten down. 

They were all very doubtful about the authenticity of Su Linpu’s words. 

“Su Linpu, don’t talk rubbish here! Delaying the time is useless!” Wang Pianran shouted at the top of her 

voice. 

She did not believe even if she was beaten to death, that the Myriad Treasure Tower could really revive 

Liang Wanru. 

Su Linpu gave a cold laugh and said, “Heh, wouldn’t you know if it’s real or fake once the person arrives? 

What’s the hurry?” 



Before long, two beautiful figures slowly walked out from inside the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

Hong Yin supported Liang Wanru. Her current situation was really bad, and not Su Linpu talking 

nonsense. 

When Wang Pianran’s gaze landed on that hateful to the extreme figure, her entire person was instantly 

petrified. 

She rubbed her two eyes, wondering if she saw wrongly or not! 

But focusing her eyes and looking, who could it be if not Liang Wanru? 

“I-It’s really Liang Wanru! She ... She actually didn’t die!” 

“My eyesight isn’t failing, right? The Poisonfeather Thousand Night’s poison was really cured?” 

“My God! How in the world did the Myriad Treasure Tower do it? With this, there’s really a fine show to 

watch!” 

... 

Liang Wanru’s appearance aroused the crowd’s violent commotion. 

When everyone all thought that she was already dead, she actually stood in front of everyone while still 

alive! 

The Poisonfeather Thousand Night’s poison was really resolved! 

The Wang Family had tremendous deterrence by relying on this poison. 

But now, it was actually resolved! 

Of course, the one with the most fascinating expression still had to belong to Wang Pianran. 

The flesh on her face was plenty, her mouth not large, but currently, her mouth was opened even larger 

than a fist. 

“I-Impossible! This ... How is this possible? The poison that I personally administered, how can she 

possibly still be alive? Impossible! Absolutely impossible!” Wang Pianran muttered under her breath. 

Seeing her appearance, Su Linpu said with a mocking smile, “You seem to be very disappointed that Miss 

Wanru is alive! Didn’t you say just now that you didn’t hope for her to die?” 

Wang Pianran froze and said stammeringly, “I ... I ... I ...” 

For a long time, Wang Pianran did not know how to follow up with this sentence either. 

Liang Wanru stood still. The gaze that looked at Wang Pianran was filled with indifference. 

Toward the Liang Family, she was really utterly disappointed already. 

She gestured to Hong Yin a few times. Hong Yin understood and said to a servant, “Serve pen and ink!” 

Very soon, the servants fetched pen and ink, and placed in front of Liang Wanru. 



Liang Wanru took up the paper and pen rather strenuously and wrote: The venomous woman harmed 

Ru greatly, and often beat and scolded. This time, because Ru sponsored Ye Yuan divine essence stones, 

in her fury, she threw Ru into the dungeons and administered poison in the food, plotting to kill Ru. She, 

as a stepmother, this action was understandable. But Father was greedy and actually left Ru alone to her 

devices. Ru’s heart is already dead, this life already returned to Father, the remaining life bestowed by 

Ye Yuan, This day forth, Ru makes a clean break from the Liang Family, and no longer has any 

connection!” 

Writing finish, Liang Wanru put down the pen, her eyes already filled with tears. 
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Su Linpu let out a long sigh and said, “Sigh, poor girl. Hong Yin, bring Miss Wanru back and let her rest 

well!” 

For Liang Wanru’s disposition, being able to force her to this step was truly not easy. 

Even back then, when Liang Wanrong did that sort of dirty thing, she chose to forgive too. 

But Liang Mingyu’s indifference this time truly made Liang Wanru lose all hope. 

She finally discovered that this Liang Family seemed to already completely did not have room for her to 

survival anymore. 

Looking at Liang Wanru’s frail appearance, the pity in everyone’s hearts arose spontaneously. 

Her experiences these few years, quite a number of people all heard of it. 

Wang Pianran suddenly felt that there were a series of unfriendly gazes coming from all around, the 

scenery suddenly changing. 

That was the furious gaze after being deceived and made use of! 

Originally, this version of things was seamless. But the prerequisite was that Liang Wanru was already 

dead. 

Now, the main person herself came forward to clarify and even wanted to make a clean break from the 

Liang Family. 

How the truth was already did not need to go into detail. 

“You ... What do you all want to do? My ... My brother is Wang Lingbo!” Wang Pianran shouted at the 

top of her voice. 

“Pooh! Is the Wang Family impressive?” 

A thick phlegm passed through the crowd and spat onto Wang Pianran’s face accurately. 

Immediately, a stinky smell burrowed into her nostrils, making her choke from disgust. 

But before waiting for her to react yet, one mouthful after another of thick phlegm spat over towards 

her akin to raindrops. 
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“Spit! Scram!” 

“Spit! Quickly get lost!” 

“Spit! Don’t make a spectacle of yourself here anymore! Get lost!” 

... 

Cursing sounded out, spit splattering everywhere. Wang Pianran was instantly drowned out by this 

raindrop like thick phlegms, waves of stench emanating off her body. 

That appearance was disgusting to the extreme. 

When those people who were fooled came to realize the truth, that wrath was very terrifying. 

These people were all expected. Spitting was naturally bullseye every time. Wang Pianran had no place 

to dodge even if she wanted to. 

“Ah, ah, ah!! Disgusting to death! You ... You all are dead for sure! I’ll have my brother kill all of you 

pariahs! Every one of you! Ahh, hack ...” 

Wang Pianran was currently shouting herself hoarse threatening others when a thick phlegm directly 

flew into her mouth. 

She could not take it anymore and started vomiting loudly. 

“Hahaha ...” Everyone laughed loudly. 

Wang Pianran’s threat had no effect at all. As the saying went, the law did not blame the masses. Even 

though the Wang Family was powerful, they did not dare to kill so many people either. 

Wang Pianran at this time was akin to a rat crossing the street, everyone shouting to beat it. 

Even though the onlookers did not dare to kill her, currently like this, it was already enough for her to 

suffer. 

In fact, it was even more liberating than killing her. 

Such a venomous woman should be humiliated like this! 

Wang Pianran puked as she was escorted by a group of underlings away from the Myriad Treasure 

Tower. 

Su Linpu had flowers bloom with joy in his heart long ago. Only seeing Wang Pianran leave, did he say in 

the clear voice, “Now, everyone knows that my Myriad Treasure Tower isn’t joking around with 

everybody, right? In the future, if someone is poisoned, you can come to the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

Everybody, rest assured. I guarantee that the medicines work like a charm!” 

Su Linpu’s words were a stone that stirred up a thousand ripples. 

What he said was not Poisonfeather Thousand Night, but that as long as someone was poisoned, they 

could come to find the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

These words were said rather conceitedly! 



“Manager Su, you’re saying that ... no matter what poison, you all can resolve it?” Someone asked with 

skepticism. 

Su Linpu smiled and said, “Of course not! How many poisons are there in this world? How can it be all 

cured? But in this Jewelhill City, if even our Myriad Treasure Tower can’t cure it, then nobody can cure 

it!” 

These words were said domineeringly! 

But the Myriad Treasure Tower after having Ye Yuan was this domineering! 

If without Ye Yuan’s inciting things, Su Linpu naturally did not dare to say this kind of big talk. 

Even the Poisonfeather Thousand Night was cured, what poison was there that the divine-grade 

Detoxification Pill could not treat? 

Everyone clearly all realized this point. The Myriad Treasure Tower resolved Jewelhill City’s number one 

poison, they naturally had the confidence to say this kind of words. 

“Manager Su, could it be that that new guest alchemist of yours refined a divine-grade Detoxification 

Pill?” Someone asked again. 

Su Linpu said with a smile, “Speaking of this guest alchemist of ours, Ye Yuan, he’s incredible! 

Presumably, everyone knows that because his divine sea is damaged, he’s unable to condense divine 

essence. Hence, his medicinal pills were all refined and formed with Formation Dao!” 

“What?! Formation Dao Pill Refinement! It’s actually Formation Dao Pill Refinement!” 

“Just what is the origin of this guest alchemist? To actually know Formation Dao Pill Refinement!” 

“Manager Su is evading the subject, looks like the Myriad Treasure Tower really refined a divine-grade 

Detoxification Pill!” 

... 

Su Linpu saying this immediately caused a hubbub. 

Everyone was already shocked until it could not be surpassed. 

No matter whether it was the divine-grade Detoxification Pill or Formation Dao Pill Refinement, these 

were all things that were fantastical in Jewelhill City. 

It was precisely because so that everyone all thought that Liang Wanru died. 

However, these inconceivable things had indeed happened before everyone’s eyes. 

Seeing this scene, Su Linpu smiled until his eyes narrowed. 

With this, Ye Yuan’s fame was considered utterly spread out in Jewelhill City. 

In the future, not only would the Myriad Treasure Tower’s fame overshadow the other few families, the 

martial artists seeking Ye Yuan for pills would definitely be more as well. 

... 



In the teahouse, Lu Jinghao and Lin Zaitian slowly sat down. Until now, they still had not recovered. 

When Liang Wanru appeared, the two of them were virtually shocked until they stood up at the same 

time. 

The Poisonfeather Thousand Night’s poison being cured, this was absolutely an earth-shaking major 

matter in Jewelhill City. 

A major event sufficient to change the current Jewelhill City’s status quo! 

Using one’s butt to think and one would also know, starting from today, the Myriad Treasure Tower’s 

business would probably be explosive. The Lu Family and Lin Family’s power would definitely be 

affected. 

However, the one with the biggest impact was still the Wang Family! 

“Old Lu, I seriously can’t figure out where Yang Rui went to find such a freak!” Lin Zaitian drank a 

mouthful of tea and said with a bitter smile. 

Lu Jinghao similarly smiled bitterly and said, “This new guest alchemist of the Myriad Treasure Tower is 

very mysterious, but I didn’t expect that his strength was actually so formidable! With him around, our 

two families’ days in the future will have a hard time.” 

“Yeah! Alchemists able to refine divine-grade Detoxification Pill, we can’t find a second one in the entire 

Jewelhill City too! However, the one with the biggest headache is still Wang Lingbo. Today’s matter will 

probably be a bolt out of the blue to him, right?” Lin Zaitian said smilingly. 

“Heh, he was digging a pit to bury himself! Causing a disturbance for over a month, it was actually such 

an outcome!” Lu Jinghao said rather gloatingly. 

... 

Toward the events that happened in the outside world, Ye Yuan was completely oblivious. 

To him, every minute and second was precious. 

Refining a divine-grade Divine Essence Pill and divine-grade Detoxification Pill was indeed impressive, 

but these two kinds of medicinal pills were merely just medicinal pills to build the foundation. 

One-star Heavenly Mark Pill was a thousand times, ten thousand times harder than these two kinds of 

medicinal pills! 

Even if Ye Yuan used a very short time to refine these two kinds of medicinal pills, 10 year’s time was still 

a bit of a stretch. 

Ye Yuan fell into a frenzied studying and practicing. Vast knowledge of spirit medicines’ medicinal 

properties practically stuffed his brain full. 

Ye Yuan gritted his teeth and desperately forced himself to digest again and again! 
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Inside the World Suppressing Stele, time slowly passed quietly. In a twinkle, it was already close to a 

hundred years. 

Dustless looked at the divine-grade medicinal pill inside the array formation, overflowing with medicinal 

fragrance, and was speechless for a long time. 

Divine-grade one-star Heavenly Mark Pill! 

Ye Yuan really did it and only used less than a century! 

Dustless still did not quite dare to believe it until now, that Ye Yuan completed something which even 

Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove could not do. 

He already did his best to overestimate Ye Yuan’s talent, but he discovered now that his estimations 

were a complete joke. 

This boy in front of him could not be judged with common sense at all. 

“Senior, it’s finally formed!” 

Ye Yuan was also very excited. He knew that he completed a remarkable achievement. 

“Yeah, it’s done! You, kid, are simply born for the sake of alchemy! If it were somebody else, a hundred 

year’s time to comprehend these spirit medicines’ medicinal properties isn’t even enough,” Dustless 

said with an emotional sigh. 

Ye Yuan comprehending these rank one divine rank spirit medicines could simply use enlightening to 

describe. 

Ever since entering the Selfless Realm at that time, after learning the rudiments, his speed of 

comprehending medicinal properties could simply use outrageous to describe. 

Each kind of spirit medicine, the medicinal properties were different, but it was not to say that they 

were completely different. 

Ye Yuan was always able to draw parallels from inference, learning by analogy and inferring other things 

from one instance. 

After that, he learned the medicinal properties fully very quickly. 

The array formations path, even though Ye Yuan’s improvements were not as good as with alchemy, it 

also made rapid advancements. 

The array formation to refine the divine-grade one-star Heavenly Mark Pill was a thousand times, ten 

thousand times more complicated than the Lesser Divine Essence Formation. 

But Ye Yuan only used 20 years’ time and thoroughly comprehended it! 

“Didn’t Senior also say that because I entered Selfless Realm and had a correspondence point with 

Heavenly Dao, that’s why it would be so smooth,” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

“That might be the case, but being able to enter the Selfless Realm in itself is also the manifestation of 

strength and comprehension ability. You, boy, really made me too surprised,” Dustless said. 



“Huhu, many thanks for Senior’s praise, I’d best consume this medicinal pill first! Divine sea being 

damaged for 10 years, not a trace of essence energy within the body, I’m already about to collapse.” 

Ye Yuan already could not wait. These few years of becoming a ‘cripple’ really made him aggrieved to 

the max. 

Medicinal pill entering the abdomen, a majestic medicinal strength instantly scoured all the limbs and 

bones in his body. 

Very soon, Ye Yuan sensed that his divine sea was being repaired bit by bit. 

Divine-grade one-star Heavenly Mark Pill indeed lived up to its reputation! 

This century of painstaking effort finally paid off at this moment. 

Even though the divine-grade one-star Heavenly Mark Pill was just a Tier 1 divine pill, the refining 

difficulty was not an ordinary kind of great. 

How much effort Ye Yuan put in these close to a hundred years, only he and Dustless knew. 

“This one-star Heavenly Mark Pill is indeed miraculous, to actually be able to trigger Heavenly Dao to 

repair the divine sea!” Ye Yuan exclaimed in surprise. 

Dustless said, “That is, of course! No matter what medicinal pill, once it reaches divine-grade, that’s 

being recognized by Heavenly Dao Laws! With your injuries, only by refining a one-star Heavenly Mark 

Pill can it not leave behind sequela.” 

Ye Yuan nodded, indicating understanding. 

Him refining heaven-grade Heavenly Mark Pill had no meaning at all. 

Even though a heaven-grade one-star Heavenly Mark Pill was likewise able to repair the divine sea, it 

would cause an irredeemable impact on his future cultivation. 

But the divine-grade one-star Heavenly Mark Pill would not. 

This refinement was ten days and ten nights! 

The one-star Heavenly Mark Pill was just like a refining master, sculpting Ye Yuan’s divine sea with the 

utmost care. 

Finally, a trace of spiritual energy entered Ye Yuan’s body. After refining it, it turned into divine essence 

and flowed into the divine sea! 

Ye Yuan felt that the feeling of controlling divine essence was really great! 

... 

“Tower Lord, Ye Yuan’s seclusion has already been 10 years! The medicinal pills that he left behind are 

too sought after and were long exhausted clean. These two years, our performance has been declining 

continuously! The Wang Family pulled through the most difficult period and is showing signs of raising 

their heads again now.” 



Ever since Liang Wanru’s incident 10 years ago, the Myriad Treasure Tower was really glorious for some 

times, suppressing the three great families. 

One could say that they outshone others already. 

Especially the Divine Essence Pills and Detoxification Pills that Ye Yuan left behind, no matter what 

grade, they were all very popular. 

The quality of Ye Yuan’s medicinal pills were all higher than the same-grade medicinal pills. 

Furthermore, they were martial artists’ running stock medicinal pills, which were naturally very popular. 

The quantity of medicinal pills that he left was considerable. But it could not hold up to the Myriad 

Treasure Tower’s boom in business. 

Towards the end, the medicinal pills that he left behind were even hiked to a very high price. 

Even so, it could not stop the buyers’ booming enthusiasm either. 

There would always be those people who did not lack money. 

Finally, the medicinal pills that Ye Yuan left behind were completely exhausted two years ago. 

At that time, it became the turning point of the Myriad Treasure Tower’s business. Their performance 

started to decline. 

The other three families finally grasped this opportunity and counterattacked strongly, reoccupying the 

market. 

Ye Yuan did not exit seclusion all along, filled Su Linpu with anxiety. 

But Yang Rui was not anxious at all and said with a smile, “Oh, Old Su, your gaze is too narrow and 

shortsighted! If they want to jump around, just let them go jump around!” 

Su Linpu smiled bitterly and said, “I say, Tower Lord, why aren’t you nervous at all? With the current 

trend, we’ll return to that sort of situation previously again before long.” 

Yang Rui said smilingly, “So what then? Don’t you forget how Ye Yuan refined the divine-grade 

Detoxification Pill back then! At that time, he only used two months’ time! Now, he entered seclusion 

for close to ten years, you think about it, once he leaves seclusion, what level will his alchemy strength 

attain?” 

Su Linpu’s eyes lit up. Only then discovering that he was indeed shortsighted and only saw the 

immediate benefits. 

He forgot that what brought them this transformation was Ye Yuan! 

As long as Ye Yuan was around, the Myriad Treasure Tower could rise up anew at any time! 

Moreover, he entered seclusion 10 years in one go. Who knew what level his alchemy strength would 

reach. 

Su Linpu said, “Tower Lord, do you think ... Ye Yuan can refine the one-star Heavenly Mark Pill or not?” 



Yang Rui shook his head and said with a smile, “You’re an alchemist, this question, you should be clearer 

than me, right? Ten years’ time, how can it possibly refine the one-star Heavenly Mark Pill? However ... 

we can wait!” 

Su Linpu also felt that his question was rather laughable. The difficulty of the one-star Heavenly Mark Pill 

could be said to be demon-level. 

Even for Two-star Alchemy Gods, extremely few people could refine it too. 

It was true that Ye Yuan’s talent was abnormally high, but wanting to reach this step, it absolutely could 

not be done in ten year’s time. 

“Tower Lord, then Su Linpu will take his leave.” 

Finished talking, Su Linpu backed out. 

“Manager Su!” 

Su Linpu was just about to enter the Myriad Treasure Tower’s lobby but was stopped by a voice. 

He turned around and could not help being overjoyed, “Ye Yuan, you finally exited seclusion! If you still 

didn’t exit seclusion, our Myriad Treasure Tower can close shop for good already!” 

Ye Yuan laughed in spite of himself and said, “Manager Su’s joke is overdone. Before this Ye came, 

wasn’t the Myriad Treasure Tower very lively too? Without Ye Yuan, could it be that the Myriad 

Treasure Tower can’t operate anymore?” 

Su Linpu chortled with laughter. Suddenly, his countenance changed drastically, and he said 

stammeringly, “Y-Y-You ... Your divine sea ... already recovered?” 

The current Ye Yuan, his body faintly emitted powerful undulations, becoming like a different person 

from before closed-seclusion. It was clear at a glance! 

Ye Yuan’s divine sea was repaired! 
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“En, Heaven rewards the faithful. I finally recovered!” 

Ye Yuan did not hide anything either, directly admitting it. 

This kind of thing, wanting to conceal it could not be done either. It was clear at a glance. 

But to Su Linpu, this sentence was undoubtedly a bolt out of the blue. It was too astonishing. 

He was a One-star Alchemy God too, and he was completely aware of how difficult to refine the one-star 

Heavenly Mark Pill was. 

To a One-star Alchemy God, this was virtually an impossible task. 

He grabbed hold of Ye Yuan and lowered his voice and said, “You ... You really refined a one-star 

Heavenly Mark Pill?” 
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Refining the one-star Heavenly Mark Pill, that was a heavyweight bomb, much more explosive than 

divine-grade Detoxification Pill, this thing. 

More importantly, the pill formula of the one-star Heavenly Mark Pill, was not what everyone could 

know. 

For Ye Yuan to be able to refine it, showed that his background was definitely not simple! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Didn’t you see it? Without the one-star Heavenly Mark Pill, I can’t possibly 

repair my divine sea either.” 

“Hiss ...” 

Su Linpu sucked in a cold breath and looked at Ye Yuan with an expression like he had seen a ghost and 

said, “You, kid, are really a freak! But, the timing you came out is too perfect. Still don’t come out, this 

old man really almost can’t hold on anymore!” 

Ye Yuan said with a puzzled look, “Where did this come from? 

Su Linpu said, “You aren’t aware how popular those medicinal pills that you refined were in Jewelhill City 

...” 

Su Linpu briefly recounted the situation these few years. Ye Yuan was also slightly surprised when he 

heard it. 

He did not expect that the medicinal pills he refined were actually so sought after. 

Ye Yuan did not shirk either and directly said, “Since that’s the case, I’ll find time to refine a batch of 

medicinal pills. I don’t dare to say about Tier 1 middle-grade divine pills, but ordinary low-grade divine 

pills shouldn’t be an issue.” 

Su Linpu was overjoyed and said, “Heh, knew that you, kid, won’t shirk! Then this matter will be 

entrusted to you!” 

Ye Yuan was aware that he owed the Myriad Treasure Tower a favor. After all, without the Myriad 

Treasure Tower supplying spirit medicines endlessly, he also had no way of refining the One-star 

Heavenly Mark Pill in ten year’s time. 

But actually, the profits that Ye Yuan brought to the Myriad Treasure Tower was far from as simple as 

those medicinal pills which he left behind. 

In these ten years, the Myriad Treasure Tower could be said to have limitless glory, crushing the other 

three families until they could not even raise their heads. 

In this, Ye Yuan had the absolute contribution. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “There are quite a new ready-made divine pills inside the practice room. You 

can send people to go and tidy it up a bit. I took away all of the divine-grade divine pills. If you all need 

them, I can help you all refine. Additionally, you make an inventory list and send the spirit medicines to 

the cultivation room. I’ll go take a look at Miss Wanru first.” 

Su Linpu hurriedly said, “That is, of course! These few years, Miss Wanru has missed you dearly!” 



Ye Yuan smiled and suddenly asked, “Manager Su, are there places of evil spirits near Jewelhill City?” 

Su Linpu’s expression changed and he said, “What are you finding lands of evil spirits for? Lands of evil 

spirits aren’t some good place!” 

Dustless told Ye Yuan that apart from the cities in the Heavenspan World, there were all kinds of evil 

spirit places. 

The so-called land of evil spirits were places where those martial artists who had abnormal deaths, their 

divine souls converting to death spirits, and gathering in places where Yin energy was entrenched, 

forming a land of danger. 

The evil spirits of evil spirit lands killed and devoured each other to strengthen themselves. Those able 

to survive were mostly powerful. 

Ordinary martial artists, fighting solo was not a match for the evil spirits at all. 

Furthermore, the divine souls of martial artists was excellent nourishment to those evil spirits. 

Once they discovered that there were martial artists who entered the land of evil spirits, they would 

unleash attacks frenziedly, all the way until devouring the martial artist’s divine soul in the end. 

But the evil spirit lands would also give birth to some Yin-attribute natural treasure. Furthermore, each 

kind was very valuable. Therefore, quite a number of martial artists would brave the dangers and enter 

inside to search for treasures. 

Those with good luck could really make a fortune and even maintain several decades, up to a hundred 

years of cultivation. 

Hence, the moment Su Linpu heard that Ye Yuan wanted to find a land of evil spirits, his expression 

changed immediately. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “This Ye wants to refine a kind of medicinal pill and needs to use Night Twill 

Grass, so I want to make a trip to a land of evil spirits.” 

The matter of possessing the Soul Suppressing Pearl, this kind of empyrean spirit treasure, Ye Yuan 

naturally would not disclose it. Hence, he made up a reason. 

Him going to a land of evil spirits was naturally not really in order to refine some medicinal pill but to 

search for nourishment for Dustless. 

The evil spirits of the land of evil spirits were the best nourishment to Dustless. 

At present, there were only three months left from the ten-year period. Ye Yuan already could not 

afford to delay. 

If he still did not find nourishment for Dustless, Mu Lingxue would not be able to hold on. 

Hence, no matter what, this trip to the land of evil spirits, he had to go. 

But the moment Su Linpu heard, he could not really stop him. The Myriad Treasure Tower really did not 

have the Night Twill Grass! 



The natural treasures of evil spirit lands were very hard to come by in the outside world. 

Each time it appeared, they would be seized away. Furthermore, the prices were exceedingly high. 

It was precisely because of this that those martial artists would enter the land of evil spirits at the 

expense of their lives, wanting to find some natural treasures. 

“This ... In the place one million miles in the north-east direction of Jewelhill City, there’s a Yin Wind 

Den. That place is the largest land of evil spirits in the vicinity of Jewelhill City. But the danger there is 

also much greater compared to other places. It’s just that other lands of evil spirits probably don’t have 

the Night Twill Grass,” Su Linpu said. 

Ye Yuan became interested the moment he heard this. Evil spirits that were too ordinary did not have 

much effect on Dustless. 

Dustless told him, want to find a useful land of evil spirits, there must have the Night Twill Grass, this 

level of spirit medicine. 

Therefore, that was why Ye Yuan would say so. 

He did not expect that there really was one! 

“Manager Su, can you tell me about this Yin Wind Den in detail?” Ye Yuan said. 

Su Linpu nodded and said, “That is, of course! The Yin Wind Den is the largest land of evil spirits in 

Jewelhill City area. Jewelhill City has quite a few powerful martial artists who would stay at the Yin Wind 

Den all year round. Some of the Yin-attribute spirit medicines produced there are highly popular with 

martial artists. But the danger there is also plain for all to see. The Deity Realm powerhouses who die at 

the Yin Wind Den every year are no fewer than a hundred people! It’s said that the Yin Wind Den’s 

depths, there are even two-star evil spirits whose strength rivals human Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm! 

Once encountered, the average person would die beyond a doubt!” 

Ye Yuan felt terror in his heart when he heard it too! 

Grotto Profound Deity Realm was divided into initial-stage, middle-stage, late-stage, as well as grand 

completion. 

Each minor realm, the strength disparity was exceedingly great. 

Middle-stage Grotto Profound martial artists could easily crush initial-stage martial artists! 

Ye Yuan had currently just recovered his strength and was merely initial-stage Grotto Profound Deity 

Realm. 

While two-star evil spirits, those were existences even stronger than ordinary Heaven Glimpse Deity 

Realm powerhouses. 

Once ran into two-star evil spirits, they would die without a doubt. 

Dustless said that the Heavenspan World could not compare to the Immortal Grove World anymore. 

In the Immortal Grove World, he would easily devour the Deathsoul Tree. 



But here, he was at most able to deal with a late-stage one-star evil spirit. 

Encountering a one-star grand completion evil spirit, he would have to give a wide berth too. 

As for two-star evil spirits, even he had no way of dealing with them either. 

Ye Yuan did not expect that this trip really had quite a bit of danger! 

Su Linpu gave Ye Yuan a glance and said, “If you insist on going, better let Luo Jian follow along with 

you.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1318: Spirit Mending Pill and Dao Skandha Pill! 

“Wanru, you’re thinking about Sir Ye again, right?” Hong Yin could not help scoffing when she saw Liang 

Wanru staring blankly. 

Liang Wanru’s face reddened, and she lowered her head bashfully. 

Hong Yin could not help bursting into laughter when she saw and said, “If you miss him, then miss him, 

what’s the big deal? A genius like Sir Ye, which woman doesn’t like? Actually, Hong Yin likes him a lot 

too. It’s just too bad that Hong Yin doesn’t have this fortune and know that he definitely won’t take 

fancy on me.” 

Hong Yin had long seen through that Ye Yuan being so talented, as long as he could repair his divine sea, 

he would fly to the sky in one move sooner or later. 

Even if he could not repair the divine sea, just based on his unique skill of Formation Dao Pill 

Refinement, it was also sufficient to gain a foothold in any place! 

For the tower lord to send Luo Jian out to protect Ye Yuan, this in itself indicated many problems. 

Liang Wanru could not help but become interested when she heard and looked towards Hong Yin rather 

interestedly. 

Hong Yin heaved a melancholic sigh and said, “I’m not joking with you! Not only is Sir Ye’s alchemy 

talent outstanding, but he’s also even sentimental and righteous. He did not scruple in going up to the 

Wang Family to plead for your sake. A man like this, which woman won’t be moved? It’s just too bad 

that he and I are destined to be people of different worlds.” 

When Liang Wanru heard these words, she could not help feeling down too. 

After all, not only was she a mute, furthermore, she was just a mortal. 

To talk about being of different worlds, wasn’t she even more so? 

At this time, a knocking sound rang out outside the door. Hong Yin went to open the door to take a look 

and could not help being inexplicably surprised. The arrival was actually Ye Yuan! 

“Sir Ye, you finally exited seclusion! Ah! You ... You ... recovered your strength?” Hong Yin’s small mouth 

opened into a circle and could not close her mouth for a long time. 
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She had never heard before that after a martial artist’s divine sea was damaged, they could still recover 

their strength. 

Of course, that was because nobody could refine the One-star Heavenly Mark Pill. 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “Yeah, ten years of seclusion, finally achieved some results! These few years, 

thanks to you for accompanying Miss Wanru to relieve her worries and boredom.” 

Hong Yin’s little heart pounded heavily, her gaze that looked towards Ye Yuan was filled with worship. 

Hearing that, she hurriedly waved her hands and said, “What’s Sir saying? Wanru and I have long 

become good friends who tell each other everything already. Her life experiences are pitiful, but her 

character is extremely good. With such a close friend, it’s also all that I could wish for!” 

Liang Wanru saw Ye Yuan enter and went up to welcome joyfully. 

When Ye Yuan saw Liang Wanru, he could not help apologizing, “Miss Wanru, these few years, this Ye 

was in seclusion, leaving you alone out here. Really sorry about it!” 

Liang Wanru’s face revealed a smile that had not been seen for ages and shook her head, indicating that 

she did not mind. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “But exiting seclusion this time, this Ye brought you good news!” 

The moment Liang Wanru heard, she could not help becoming doubtful, using a probing gaze to look at 

Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan did not leave her hanging and took out two medicinal pills. 

Hong Yin’s gaze turned intent, and she said in astonishment, “Sir Ye, this ... this is Dao Skandha Pill?” 

Ye Yuan was rather surprised and said, “You actually recognize the Dao Skandha Pill?” 

These two kinds of medicinal pills were not what the average person could see. 

Inside the Myriad Treasure Tower, there were absolutely no such medicinal pills. 

Because nobody could refine them. 

He did not expect that Hong Yin actually recognized these two kinds of medicinal pills. 

“It’s really the Dao Skandha Pill! Over 30 years ago, the tower lord requested the Dao Skandha Pill from 

the higherups before. Hong Yin was fortunate to have seen it before. I didn’t expect that after a time 

interval of many years, I actually saw it once again. Sir, this was refined by yourself?” Hong Yin asked Ye 

Yuan in disbelief. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “If I didn’t refine it, could it be that it fell down from the sky?” 

Hong Yin was unbelievably shocked. She knew how difficult the Dao Skandha Pill’s refinement was. 

Among Jewelhill City’s alchemists, no one was able to refine it at all. 

She did not expect that Ye Yuan actually refined it. 

“I ... I didn’t mean that,” Hong Yin was aware that she misspoke and hastily said. 



Ye Yuan said with a laugh, “Haha, kidding with you, don’t take it seriously.” 

Only then did Hong Yin let out a sigh in relief and asked, “Sir, the quality of this Dao Skandha Pill of yours 

is much better than what I saw that time! Oh, right, this is the Dao Skandha Pill, then the other one ... 

could it be the Spirit Mending Pill?” 

Ye Yuan said with a nod, “Miss Hong Yin is really extremely intelligent! That’s right, it’s precisely the 

Spirit Mending Pill!” 

Hong Yin could not help recalling the big talk Ye Yuan said at the Wang Family. She did not think that he 

really did it! 

Liang Wanru being unable to open her mouth and talk was because within her body was missing a 

portion of Heavenly Dao. 

Want to make up this portion of Heavenly Dao, one required the Spirit Mending Pill. 

The effect of this Dao Skandha Pill was to help Liang Wanru be able to break through to the Deity Realm! 

In the Immortal Grove World, for people to want to break through to Deity Realm, one must cultivate 

the heart realm to the Heaven Man Unity grand completion. 

Because wanting to break through to the Deity Realm required the heart realm to harmonize Essence, 

Energy, and Spirit, three paths. 

But the Heavenspan World’s powerhouses were able to use divine pills to achieve this sort of effect. 

Hence, using divine pills to help martial artists break through to Deity Realm, this was not considered 

much in the Heavenspan World. 

Except, this Dao Skandha Pill’s refining difficulty was tremendous. The average One-star Alchemy God 

really could not refine it. 

Even if they really refined it, the price was also not what the average mortal could afford. 

Back then, Ye Yuan said to Wang Lingbo, not only was he going to resolve the Poisonfeather Thousand 

Night’s poison, he was even going to let Liang Wanru opened her mouth and talk, and let her step foot 

into Deity Realm. 

Now, it was all realized! 

No wonder what kind of feeling Wang Lingbo would have when he learned about this news. 

... 

It was night, a dark shadow flickered and disappeared in the night, entering the Wang Family’s manor. 

In front of Wang Lingbo was a black-clothed man in martial outfit. 

Regarding the black-clothed man’s appearance, Wang Lingbo was not surprised. 

“You came. Could it be that the Myriad Treasure Tower had some new movements?” Wang Lingbo 

opened his mouth and said coolly. 



The black-clothed man had his face covered and could not see his face clearly at all. 

“Ye Yuan exited seclusion!” the black-clothed man said. 

Wang Lingbo’s eyebrows raised up. A hint of a strange smile flashed across the corners of his mouth, 

and he said, “That punk finally left seclusion! The humiliation that he brought to my Wang Family must 

be settled with him properly this time!” 

“Heh, his divine sea recovered!” the black-clothed man said meaningfully. 

Wang Lingbo’s entire body trembled, his gaze when looking at the black-clothed man was incredible 

shock. 

This news was simply akin to a bolt out of the blue to him! 

“He really refined a one-star Heavenly Mark Pill? This is impossible! Absolutely impossible!” Wang 

Lingbo cried out involuntarily. 

The black-clothed man said with a heated gaze: “Does this old man have a need to lie to you? Not only 

did he refine a one-star Heavenly Spiritual Pill, he even refined a Spirit Mending Pill and a Dao Skandha 

Pill! Heh, do you feel that your face ... is burning hot?” 

Wang Lingbo’s eyes stared wide-eyed. He was shocked by the news that the black-clothed man brought 

until he was tender on the inside and crispy on the outside. 

Just as the black-clothed man said, his face was really fiery-hot. 

Ten years ago, Ye Yuan saved Liang Wanru. That slap was thrown extremely resoundingly. 

Ten years later, Ye Yuan even refined the Spirit Mending Pill and Dao Skandha Pill, completely realizing 

the vows back then. 

Could his face not be burning hot? 

Only after a long time did he digest his news. His gaze was cold as he looked at the black-clothed man 

and said, “You shouldn’t have come this time because you have nothing to do and deliberately came to 

mock me, right?” 

The black-clothed man chuckled and said, “Of course not! Ye Yuan, he wants to go to the Yin Wind Den!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1319: Traitor Arising! 

Two people, two steeds. 

Ye Yuan and Luo Jian, one in front, one at the back, galloped on the open road. 

Today, the sun had not risen yet, and the two people already quietly went out of Jewelhill City. 

In a blink, they already galloped several tens of thousands of miles away. 

Leaving the city this time, Ye Yuan was still very cautious. 
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He knew that once the Wang Family learned about the news of him exiting the city, they would 

definitely deal a killing blow. 

These few years, Ye Yuan had been refining pills inside the World Suppressing Stele all along, refining a 

large batch of medicinal pills for the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

These medicinal pills, Ye Yuan had notified Manager Su as well, letting him wait until after he went out 

of the city before starting to roll them out. 

The news of him exiting seclusion was also sealed off very tightly. Apart from a few core members of the 

Myriad Treasure Tower, no one knew at all. 

After all, he had already entered closed-seclusion for ten years. It was impossible for the Wang Family to 

constantly keep an eye on Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan knew that for the Wang Family to be able to become one of the three great families, they had a 

Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm ancestor. 

Such a great family, Ye Yuan’s current strength could not resist at all. 

Hence, he had no choice but to be more careful. 

It was just that Ye Yuan never dreamed that the news of him leaving seclusion was long leaked to Wang 

Lingo by someone already. 

The Wang Family’s assassin was long lying in ambush ahead already. 

The two people were currently galloping when a figure in front blocked the way. 

There were no villages ahead and no inns at the back in this place, it was precisely a good place to kill 

people and rob. 

Swoosh, swoosh … 

They did not see a person take any action either but two gusts of wind assailed them. 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed, leaping up. 

Boom! 

The flying dragon colts that the two people were riding were directly blasted into dregs. 

The Heavenspan World’s Deity Realm powerhouses were unable to fly too. This flying dragon colt was a 

means of travel, capable of traveling as far as several tens of thousands of miles a day! 

He did not expect that they were actually annihilated just like this. 

Judging from the strength that this person exhibited, he was actually a grand completion Grotto 

Profound expert! 

The two people landed, and Luo Jian’s brows furrowed as he said, “Wang Yugan!” 



The old man smiled faintly and said, “I didn’t expect that there’s still someone who remembers this old 

man! You’re Luo Jian? I heard of you before, Jewelhill City’s up-and-coming star, known as Myriad 

Treasure Tower’s number one swordsman!” 

Luo Jian’s furrowed his brows but did not answer. 

Ye Yuan’s brows were also tightly locked as he asked, “The Wang Family’s people?” 

Luo Jian nodded his head and said, “The Wang Family’s fourth elder was already Grotto Profound Deity 

Realm 5000 years ago! He normally doesn’t leave seclusion. I didn’t expect that Wang Lingbo actually 

sent him out!” 

Ye Yuan let out a sigh and said, “Our whereabouts have been leaked. Looks like … the Myriad Treasure 

Tower has a traitor!” 

“Impossible!” Luo Jian blurted out. 

Clearly, he totally did not believe that the Myriad Treasure Tower would have someone be a traitor. 

Ye Yuan smiled and did not dispute. 

Leaving the city this time, he was already very careful but was still found out by the Wang Family’s 

people. A traitor definitely emerged in the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

This point was indisputable. 

It was just that Ye Yuan could not guess who would betray the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

“Who is it?” Luo Jian suddenly said. 

“There are targets of suspicion, but still don’t dare to confirm. Now isn’t the time to talk about this. Can 

you deal with this guy?” Ye Yuan said. 

Luo Jian hugged his sword and looked at Wang Yugan and said, “I’ll give it a shot! You leave first!” 

The moment Wang Yugan heard these words, he could not help bursting into laughter and said, “Brat 

who’s ignorant of the immensity of heaven and earth! When this old man roamed unobstructed in 

Jewelhill City, you all weren’t even born yet! Luo Jian, I know that you’re hailed as having the strength 

that approaches grand completion Grotto Profound. But in front of this old man, there’s absolutely no 

chance at all.” 

Luo Jian was not articulate, he had always used a sword to talk. 

Clank! 

The long sword coming out of the sheath, a cold light appeared! 

Wang Yugan’s laughter abruptly ceased. Luo Jian’s sword already arrived in front of him! 

“Grand completion Grotto Profound! How can that be?!” Wang Yugan exclaimed. 

Exclaiming was exclaiming, but the movements of Wang Yugan’s hands were not the slightest bit slow. 

Clank! 



The long spear came out of the sheath, nailing onto Luo Jian’s sword accurately. 

The webbing between Luo Jian’s thumb and index finger shocked until it turned numb, his figure directly 

flying out horizontally. 

This time, Luo Jian met his match! 

“Heh, this old man is really very surprised. You actually just broke through to grand completion Grotto 

Profound before coming out of the city!” 

Even though Wang Yugan was shocked, he was not worried. 

Even if Luo Jian’s strength was very powerful, he was also not his match. 

After all, he was only missing a step to be able to break through to Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm! 

It was just too bad that this step was as hard as ascending to heaven. 

If barring no accidents, it would probably be hard for him to break through in this lifetime. 

Luo Jian looked towards Ye Yuan, his gaze revealing a look of gratitude. 

It was precisely the divine-grade Divine Essence Pill that Ye Yuan gifted him in private that helped him to 

burst through the bottleneck, breaking through to grand completion Grotto Profound. 

His realm had always been stuck at peak late-stage Grotto Profound but had never found the 

opportunity to break through. 

With Luo Jian’s current realm, the Divine Essence Pill was long useless to him already. 

Unless it was divine-grade Divine Essence Pill! 

The low-grade Tier 1 divine pills Ye Yuan refined also did not have much effect on him. But this Divine 

Essence Pill was able to keep on consuming until breaking through to Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm. 

Of course, the prerequisite was that consuming it still had an effect. 

Under the stimulation of the divine-grade Divine Essence Pill, Luo Jian finally broke through the 

bottleneck that he was stuck at for many years in one stroke. 

Wang Yugan was shrewd with age and saw through many things with one glance, and could not help 

saying in surprise, “Looks like it was this brat who helped you to break through the bottleneck. In your 

current state, unless it’s the divine-grade Divine Essence Pill! Truly inconceivable! This kid refines divine-

grade Divine Essence Pills as easily as eating and drinking! No wonder Lingbo that child is so 

apprehensive of you. With you at the Myriad Treasure Tower, wouldn’t my Wang Family forever not 

have the day to hold our heads up high?” 

Talking to the back, Wang Yugan did not conceal his killing intent in the slightest. 

Luo Jian gave a cold snort and said, “Want to kill him, go through me first!” 

Wang Yugan smiled and said, “Your breakthrough was indeed out of my expectations. However, this will 

not change the outcome! You’re still too inexperienced in front of me!” 



Done talking, Wang Yugan’s long spear was raised, suddenly stabbing a spear out, the momentum like a 

dragon! 

Luo Jian’s face revealed an unprecedented solemnness! 

Wang Yugan’s spear technique was heavy and powerful, with quite the air of a general, and may be 

rated as experienced and vicious. 

Luo Jian’s figure was akin to a sheet of blank paper under this long spear; it could be torn apart by the 

wind. 

However, Luo Jian’s Gale Wind Sword Art took the agile route in the first place. 

He did not clash head-on with Wang Yugan but moved around him instead. 

“Ye Yuan, you leave first! I’ll hold him!” Luo Jian shouted. 

However, Ye Yuan did not have the intention of moving and said coolly, “This Ye won’t abandon Brother 

Luo and leave. Brother Luo, feel free to let loose. If Brother Luo perishes, this Ye will die together with 

you!” 

These words were said decisively, without the least bit of hesitation. 

Ye Yuan’s voice entering the ear, Luo Jian was incomparably touched in his heart. 

Ye Yuan was indeed a sentimental and righteous person. If it were another person, they would have fled 

long ago. 

The words greatly roused Luo Jian’s spirits. The power of the sword in his hands increasing by a bit. 

Ye Yuan was merely initial-stage Grotto Profound. The disparity between the two was too great, and he 

could not intervene at all and could only observe from the sideline. 

Ye Yuan’s strength naturally could not compare to ordinary martial artists. But the current him was 

unable to cross a major realm to battle like at the Immortal Grove World. 

Counting the Voice of the Dragon God, these trump cards, Ye Yuan’s current combat power was also just 

equivalent to middle-stage Grotto Profound martial artists. 

Seeing that Ye Yuan did not have the intention of escaping, Wang Yugan also heaved a sigh in relief. 

Luo Jian’s breakthrough was outside of his expectations. 

If Ye Yuan wanted to run away, he could certainly kill Luo Jian. But wanting to capture Ye Yuan again 

would be hard. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1320: Mutual Defeat 

“Luo Jian, your future is really limitless! Just entering grand completion Grotto Profound, and you’re 

already able to fight to this extent with this old man! It’s sufficient to be proud!” 
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Wang Yugan was also secretly astonished. The height of this Luo Jian’s laws comprehension seriously 

exceeded his expectations. 

If Luo Jian broke through ten or eight years earlier, he might really not necessarily be this Luo Jian’s 

match. 

But as for now, he was overpowering strongly. Luo Jian was already forced into a dead end. 

His spear technique was heavy and powerful, but the speed was not slow. 

Luo Jian’s nimbleness was greatly discounted in front of him. 

Suddenly, Wang Yugan’s expression changed. A burst of terrifying sword intent surged towards the sky. 

Luo Jian’s entire person seemed to be burned by fire, his skin becoming wine-red. 

“Heaven and Earth Mutual Longevity!” 

In virtually an instant, Luo Jian’s entire person’s speed and power skyrocketed over tenfold! 

The originally suppressed Luo Jian actually faintly took the upper-hand at this time, his entire person 

akin to a phantom, charging over towards Wang Yugan. 

In a blink, the two people exchanged several hundred moves, the speed swift to the extreme. 

This move was just like a mutual destruction way of fighting! 

Ye Yuan discerned it, this move was a kind of divine essence burning move, capable of making Luo Jian’s 

strength skyrocket more than tenfold. 

But this way, it would cause a tremendous burden on his body. 

Furthermore, with the current fighting intensity, Luo Jian could not last long. 

If he could not finish off Wang Yugan, then what awaited the two of them was only death! 

“Brat, although this move is powerful, you’ll croak yourself first before defeating me!” Wang Yugan said 

with a cold sneer. 

Although his pressure was great, for Luo Jian to want to dispose of him within a short time, it could not 

be done at all. 

Another sword assaulted, Wang Yugan responded with a cold smile. 

This sword was no different from before. 

He did not hesitate in the slightest, directly raising his spear and striking. 

But just as his spear-tip was about to touch the long sword, Luo Jian’s sword bizarrely disappeared from 

before his eyes. 

Wang Yugan’s pupils constructed, wanting to react again, but it was already too late. 

Puchi! 



Puchi! 

Two sounds of metal entering the flesh sounded out! 

Wang Yugan’s long sword passed through the chest, toting Luo Jian in the air. 

While Luo Jian’s sword likewise passed through Wang Yugan’s chest! 

Mutual destruction! 

“Puhwark!” 

“Puhwark!” 

The two people spewed out a large mouthful of blood at the same time. 

Especially Luo Jian, his golden-colored fresh blood flowed down along the long spear, his appearance 

very tragic. 

The Luo Jian hanging on the long spear was already unconscious. 

Wang Yugan’s eyes were filled with uncertainty. Why would that sword just now vanish strangely? 

But very soon, his gaze revealed a fierce look, frenziedly mustering divine essence, wanting to rotate the 

long spear. 

He wanted to grind Luo Jian’s innards to pieces! 

But right at this time, a cold light flashed by. Ye Yuan already rushed over! 

Ye Yuan’s timing was grasped perfectly, not giving Wang Yugan the opportunity to deal the killing blow. 

Even though Wang Yugan was very strong, he was not yet powerful to the extent where he did not fear 

Ye Yuan’s attack. 

“Fine sword art! It’s too bad that you’re still too unskilled!” 

Wang Yugan gave a fierce cry. There was no time to rotate the spear, directly extending a leg and kicking 

Luo Jian flying. 

This kick was powerful and heavy, directly kicking Luo Jian flying out several tens of thousands of feet 

away. 

Wang Yugan’s movements were extremely agile. The long spear swung and already pointed towards Ye 

Yuan! 

In Wang Yugan’s view, with his strength, even if seriously injured, killing Ye Yuan was merely the matter 

of a move. 

But right then, a hint of a mocking smile flashed across the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth. 

Wang Yugan’s gaze turned intent. 

“Roar!” 



A heaven-shaking dragon roar sounded out. 

After arriving at the Heavenspan World, Ye Yuan unleashed the Voice of the Dragon God for the first 

time! 

Accurately speaking, it should be the first time Ye Yuan exhibited the Voice of the Dragon God after 

breaking through to Deity Realm! 

In the Immortal Grove World, he was able to muster the power of Heavenly Dao. Killing people was just 

a matter of flicking a finger and did not need to use the Voice of the Dragon God at all. 

However, the Ye Yuan who broke through to Deity Realm unleashing the Voice of the Dragon God was 

already totally different from before. 

The limitation of realms made Ye Yuan completely unable to unleash the true power of this move. 

His dragon soul awakening directly comprehended the first level of the Voice of the Dragon God. 

But due to the limitations of realm, he could only unleash the entry-level power of this move. 

Furthermore, he could only persist two to three breaths of time. 

But now, his limitations were much fewer. 

This Voice of the Dragon God move was at the boundary of first level grand completion! 

Leaping realms to battle was no object! 

If Wang Yugan was at his prime, Ye Yuan naturally could not do anything to him. 

But now, it was just perfect! 

Wang Yugan’s entire person was akin to being struck by lightning, being shocked by this move until he 

bled from the seven orifices. 

Especially that wound, under the catalyzing of the Voice of the Dragon God, it enlarged abruptly, golden 

fresh blood spraying forth like a fountain! 

The battle results which Luo Jian exchanged with his life as the price, Ye Yuan could not waste it no 

matter what! 

Ten breaths! 

This was the limit that Ye Yuan could achieve at present. Anymore and Ye Yuan would not have strength 

leftover to escape anymore. 

The disparity between him and Wang Yugan was too great, and he could not kill him at all. 

Being able to pile on injuries on top of injuries was already the limit. 

In the next instant, Ye Yuan’s figure retreated explosively, grabbing Luo Jian and speeding away into the 

distance. 

“Old Fogey, today’s grudge, this Ye has remembered it! Your dog head will dwell on your body for the 

time being! Ye Yuan will definitely come to take it one day!” 



Ye Yuan’s figure disappeared in Wang Yugan’s line of sight, those cold words of Ye Yuan’s reverberating 

in the air. 

Wang Yugan’s complexion was deathly pale. He did not think that the initial-stage Grotto Profound Ye 

Yuan actually had such a formidable ace in the hole. 

The heaven and earth laws contained in this level of sound wave attack was too terrifying. If Ye Yuan’s 

strength was a little stronger, he would definitely have to meet his end here today. 

Wang Yugan knew that Ye Yuan was an alchemist, but did not expect that Ye Yuan’s combat strength 

was actually so strong! 

Just based on this move, it was sufficient for Ye Yuan to sweep across opponents of the same level 

already. 

Even middle-stage Grotto Profound martial artists might not be Ye Yuan’s match either! 

Only late-stage Grotto Profound powerhouses could steadily win Ye Yuan. 

Today’s matter looked like Luo Jian saving Ye Yuan. 

Actually, looking from another angle, it was still Ye Yuan saving himself. 

If not for him helping Luo Jian to break through, even if Luo Jian exhausted all of his trump cards, he 

could not possibly hurt him too. 

“That move just now was clearly a demon race’s supreme martial technique! He ... is a human. How 

could he know that martial technique?” 

Wang Yugan consumed a medicinal pill, his gaze full of wariness. 

His chest had a large hole torn open, looking incomparably grim. 

The wound that Luo Jian caused was merely the width of a sword. 

But Ye Yuan’s Voice of the Dragon God forcefully ripped open a large hole in his wound. 

Except, even though the injuries were severe, it was not sufficient to be life-threatening. 

Wanting to kill a Deity Realm powerhouse was very difficult. 

Three days later, Wang Yugan’s injuries were finally brought under control. 

He took out a talisman and slowly opened his mouth and said, “The situation has changed, the ambush 

failed! Send out Second Elder, Third Elder. That child absolutely can’t be left alive!” 

Finished talking, the talisman emitted a blinding light, vanishing in the air. 

While at this time, Ye Yuan brought heavily wounded and dying Luo Jian, and already escaped several 

tens of thousands of miles away. 


